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Abstract
Report Four was sent July 1, 2021:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/name-identitymeaning.pdf
As always, it was sent certified Mail:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/april16.jpg
The proximal predator is combative, pathological and criminal:
security personnel, Police Officers and Sheriffs. With public
transportation and all resources a surveillance to position
assailants, this morning, July 07, 2021, post an inundated and
combative pipeline to destroy the quality of my Life, Liberty and
Property, I am confronted by metrics that loop into Rover.com and
its network to impede, delay and or trigger incident with
gardeners in tow. With leaf blowers to suggest an offense of a
“blow up,” I am utilizing the “Mail Box Planet” in Pasadena Cali.
Regularly dodging these predators, post last night’s Metro 180
occupants and route operation to “shake up” and adjacent with
hostile stimuli and with alignment of rider and bus operator and
of criminal surveillance to position catastrophic event, here is
a sequence of what is verifiably not happening otherwise:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/one.jpg
“Convenient” this “dog walker” that is a proximal assailant, and
here is the gardener in the business district in Pasadena Cali
parked in front of my ingress:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/two.jpg
Constantly accosted, arriving at the Glendale Central Library
this same day, this one gestures to his mouth: unwanted criminal
patterns of quips, touching, olfactory, and “noise” with libido
disrupt cohabitating and creating emotionally charged stimuli to
indoctrinate psychological state and reference this con-man Tony
Robbins who lies convenient to emotional states to molest others.
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/three.jpg
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Relentless combative, and ever more without discretion and post a
Global Pandemic and a National Crisis, surveillance of a criminal
network discussed in the following link of Report Five does not,
did not and is not happening otherwise:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Public transportation, parks, Libraries and resources are all
compromised of a criminal infrastructure to impede, deny and or
trigger an emotional catastrophic event to exclude and or justify
pathological simuli by psychiatric evaluation, a priori of drug
dealers financed by their end to end networks. Metro 180 last
night, July 7, 2021 leaving 7:30 PM from Glendale to Pasadena
Cali is aligned with this morning, about 8AM – this driver and
others bus operators using the breaks and the momentum of the bus
as a weapon to cause consternation and event:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/one-1.jpg

8AM Hour, the shaking of the bus coincides with a grievous
criminal accost, proximity of violent attacks and stimuli with a
bizarre rhetoric to express gratitude to the bus operator. This
trajectory continues into Glendale Target, an employee to
position herself proximal at point of purchase and in pipeline
with this person at interval discussed of a “thank you” ingress
into the combative bus environment:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/two-1.jpg

With multiple networks, patterns and adjacent metrics revolving
around the dog walkers, loop with Rover.com and that Marvin Acuna
of the Pizza Plant of Pasadena in 2019, a direct correlation to
the torpedo of my Uber/Getaround vehicle and compromise of my
ability to gig with entities discussed, I am in the Glendale
Central Library this day, a location-based index of the grievous
Human and Civil Rights Violations, social distancing is again a
violation and a seamless criminal combatant sits next to me and
snores!
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/crime1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/crime.jpg

Diametric Income Tax Reference
There was never any discussion nor motivation from anyone at
anytime that I must get an education, get a great job, marry
right and make a contribution. My hands were switched at youth;
making me cross dominate to confuse and direct me toward a selfsabotage, I arrived in Southern California at age 16 and went to
work out at Santa Anita Park in Arcadia Cali as discussed, yet
being on disability since July 1989, being “unemployable” is not
the consensus of who I am and of my competencies. The y axis is
zero to this date and this is my Social Security earnings:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/capture.jpg

Relentless accosts, pathology of libido molest, pipeline at where
I may access resources are constant; stalked with stimuli to
indoctrinate and trigger schizophrenia, the proximal agitator is
combative to cause incident to exclude. Being evicted from the
Glendale Cali YMCA in 2001 for “I don’t need a reason,” homeless
since, then producers calling me in 2001 to develop projects?
This predatory stalking initiated a reactionary on my part in
2002, so I called Sylvia M McCready a half a dozen times to
express my displeasure in an effect to get some resolve:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/pet.jpg
Communicating to the educated, cultured and challenging has never
been my problem, yet this pipeline with Brad J. Beck, Janyce
Langlot and Sylvia M McCready – Greenacres, Veradale, Tukwila
Washington is in a loop with a criminal infrastructure to destroy
the quality of my life; with stimuli to cause sickness, emotional
upheaval and with out of consensus modeling and libido to
indoctrinate antisocial disposition and with deliberated patterns
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to direct hostilities upon others modeled or targeted, can a
rapist who had started all those thoroughbreds illegally
disinherit me:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/will.jpg
I am a child prodigy in horse-racing, now excluded, living on the
streets for decades, many times a meal from a garbage bin, why am
I not involved in thoroughbred racing when my father’s side is of
Pacific North-Western Hall of Fame Jockeys, Trainers, Owners and
Breeders with Global scope?
Not Happening Otherwise
Arcadia Cali’s exclusions and impediment of their County Public
Park, 24 Hour Fitness, Golds Gym, Westfield Mall, Santa Anita
Park Race Track, Public Library and reference Pasadena City
College, Public Transportation, Glendale/LA Libraries, places to
buy food, of these accosts, a proximal criminal agitator is
combative, violent and adjacent to trigger events. With a
relentless trajectory of a justification of what is an emotional
problem by their definition, Gaslighting is motivated by problem
causing to implement a psychiatric evaluation, distribute
psychiatric meds and then disposition into drugs and or alcohol
continues, as these Maids, Gardeners, Security Guards, any and
all pipelines are covered as to where I may find resources by a
criminal infrastructure that end to ends with Brad J Beck, Janyce
Langlot and Sylvia M McCready of Greenacres, Veradale and Tukwila
Washington respectively.
From child-hood to this day, with ample time to disseminate, my
faults not equitable to my life’s condition to being homeless
since 2001; on SSA/SSI disability since 1989 and without a
college degree or an association of comparable peer-groups,
relations and friendships that resolve my aptitudes and
competencies, the deliberate agenda to destroy the quality of my
life are of efforts and effects that are too numerous and or are
too criminally clever to dissertate clearly, as an underlying
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pipeline of child porn, drugs, fraud and theft is within the
context of those that serve others, those metrics are of criminal
predators that prey upon me and others, and it is not happening
otherwise!
Blowing Up
Challenges to access food, impediment and stimuli adjacent is
grievous; indexing fall of 1994 at when I was taken to the
Edgemont Hospital in Hollywood Ca; arrested by Pasadena PD from
incident caused by this proximal predator, the Police Officer in
question threatened to hunt me down and kill me: subsequent
events about a year later, being stabbed in the bowel, Rampart
District, I almost bled to death at Los Angeles Good Samaritan
Hospital.
Every time I attempt something or the other, an offense is
purported to destroy the quality of my life. Ruthlessly with
unprovoked attacks, many violent, I am engaged at the base of
Maslow’s Hierarchy. Public transportation, drivers are intent to
operate and shake up the bus during routes along with occupant
unsavory and combative and as with today, 07/30/2021 with all
bases covered from surveillance and positioning, I am confronted
at ingress and egress with a criminal Gaslighter. Proceeding to
go to Panera, Glendale Cali, my food as with many other times or
situations, there is a delay, a fight or flight bake is followed
with a dispositioned service of tainted food-stuff to cause
emotional and psychological consternation.
I have been physically removed, tossed in streets from markets,
for all, every single one and or place or resource is compromised
and Gaslighted to impede my access to food-stuff. With bizarre
and criminally adjacent of those that offend by my observation of
their consumption of food, today I was paced into the Panera on
Brand Blvd in Glendale Cali. The root City of the homelessness,
as these libido is an out of consensus, and reference of a
pedophile to the perpetrator alongside me at when I am accessing
coffee to trigger a reaction in store, particular with the Target
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in Theater District of Pasadena at Point of Purchase, a long-term
window of attacks, there is priori fatigue stimuli to disrupt REM
to cause schizophrenia. Utilizing Glendale Library, Glendale
Cali, a pattern to occupy my backside a variable or be a passerby
during my course with accost a constant, this security is post
this second-hand smoke indoctrinate to implement an attack during
these described sexual assaults, 07/28/2021 – Glendale Central
Library, Glendale Cali and with a pathological patterns as shown
with mobility:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/20210728_095759
.jpg
Thereafter, being a long-term Transcendental Meditator, offensive
accost, olfactory of the second-hand smoke predator combined with
touching, quips, pounding of objects or furniture as a constant
rattle, the running into me by this pipeline and reference of
this Tony Robbins achievement, criminal coach infrastructure to
inflict harms of biophysical coordination, mental acuity and
stability, grievous with suggestive indoctrination is their
sensory trajectory aimed at me with an effect to cause a blow
something or the other up.
Defecation Weapon
115 N El Molino Ave, adjacent is a new construction project, and
this interim is with proximal patterns of the defecation. May I
reach out for human resources, funding –> software engineers,
graphic artist and marketing, the parade of criminals in the
pipeline is not happening otherwise? Apx 11:AM Saturday,
08/01/2021, defecation attack again and proximal into my
environment. There is surveillance at such construction site, so
peripheral analyses will isolate, classify and define, for the
residual today to pace before me with second-hand smoke entered
that construction area at 7:00AM 08/02/2021 and was occupied with
this vehicle priori to that:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/0.jpg
After offenses, many challenges – like the Uber/Getaround, the
Rover.com or just existence, there is a constant introduction of
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a proximal agitator to cause consternation. Suggesting I am to
“work with“ these out of consensus people, the proximal predator
is offensive by pedophile libido and or unsavory, for here is the
adjacent metric post Saturday’s defecation attack, a creepy or
the other “shit by me?”
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1.jpg
That latter is the Metro 180 bus, a constant medium of
hostilities with driver and rider in loop, and anywhere I may
want to sit, visit a resource, the out of consensus criminal
predator is interstate, networked and a combative positioning,
here again, post Saturday’s defecation with multiple reference in
context of these maids, gardeners and of consensus criminal
workers:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/2.jpg
Again, Brad J Beck, Janyce Langlot, Sylvia M McCready of
Greenacres, Veradale and Tukwila Washington are in a criminal
network with Arcadia, Pasadena, Glendale Cali – Los Angeles
County and seamless with Santa Anita Park Race Track of Arcadia
Cali, integrated with LA Sheriffs and PD and those that
criminally serve or endear 12 step recovery programs engaged in
drugs, child porn, human trafficking, theft and fraud.
Rapist, Criminals
Metro Line 180 continues to be inundated with riders associated
with drivers to cause consternation and incident on the bus. The
effect of the shaking of brakes, denial of drivers to let me off
at designated stops, placing me before obstacles at terms and
with climate control a grievous issue of the past, heat and or
air condition, 08/02/2021, there was no exception with the driver
failing to stop the bus a designated stop, an intent to “blow
up.”
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1-1.jpg
The security in Glendale Central Library has always been suspect
before the pandemic, and upon returning, the infrastructure was
combative, criminal and networked, and last night, I had to
deviate and avoid an accosting security followed by the
infrastructure of the bus, combative pipeline of to and fro, this
morning, this security positioned in unison exiting the Metro 180
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/20210728_095759
.jpg

…and seamless at term, this other in location-base is with
network to trigger an event and exclude:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/unnamed.jpg
The attempt to disrupt my ability to access resources is
relentless, networked and criminal and with the positioning of
homeless individuals in the pipeline and with a constant
surveillance at hand. A 24/7 combative environment and at 5:30 AM
today, another intrusion and criminal adjacent was proximal. The
person ran in context of the to and fro, me being a victim of
violent attacks in that pipeline and context:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/2.png
The violent attacks, ramming of my Uber/Getaround, the thefts,
firings, homelessness, exclusions, accosts, sexual assaults,
violations of Human, Civil Rights with Hate Crimes, NOBODY is
doing this other than the metric end to end discussed, explicitly
mentioning Brad J Beck, Jancye Langlot, Sylvia M McCready,
Greenacres, Veradale and Tukwila Washington respectfully, and all
are connected to my diseased rapist father Arthur James McCready:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/38430013_140879
243489504_8325463120231268352_n.jpg
In Ralphs today in Glendale Cali, employees and consumer, items
placed in my way, patterns of workers not involved or all there
other than to disposition and trigger, I am appalled that the
carts left deliberately in my path is a thought of an excuses
for this criminal infrastructure; regarding the sins of my
father, there is no new benefit that excuses these people and my
father is a rapist and a coward that deserves a first class
ticket to hell:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/3.jpg
Summary
Desmond Choi of San Marino California put me on disability in
July of 1989, and I have been unable to sustain work since. It
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is not that I am on drugs, alcohol, am incompetent and or have
emotional problems, these things did not, ever happen otherwise!
The parade of the bus with its thank you nonsense, I have made
my peace with the King of Kings, and Thanks be to God if only it
is known of the many heart-breaks of getting fired, the
desolation of fecal attacks in the rain, hostilities at
holidays, exclusions from food places, libraries, gyms… you name
it.
My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?” (Ps. 22:1)
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